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Who are you? 

 

Not the definition or the identity piece but the

actual qualities. 

 

I am beauty. I am strength. I am grace. 

 

You are the extension of the Universe, and

remember the equal & opposite energy body 9,

tells us that the Universe is the extension of

you… an infinite loop of Divinity pouring into

you, through you, and from you. 

 

You are the filter that chooses the

expression. Choose your expression daily. 

 

This is how you show up in the world. This can

be layered into business strategy FYI.

 

Obey the Soul. Obey the expression. Obey the

desires. Obey your higher self. 

 

 

1 - The Soul Self
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The first point of separation from Source,

where we start to feel the anxiety of being

“out there on our own without guidance or

knowledge or insight etc”. This triggers the

negative narratives. When you’re in the

negative, ask yourself… what do I feel

separated from and reconnect? You’re always

one step away from your Soul self, your spirit

team, your higher self, the whole Universe.  

 

Accept and alchemise. You’re dissolving an

energy that doesn’t serve once you’ve

understood the disconnect. 

 

Negative core beliefs cause suffering when

they don’t align with your Soul purpose

destiny. Need to unpack this and work through

it more inside SourceMind.

 

The power of orgasm and sacred sex to embody

your new beliefs and Soul desires. 

 

1 - The Negative Self
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Power. Self-approval. Self-validation. Not

giving your power away to things or people.

 

We all deserve equality - treat yourself as

you’d treat others. 

 

Self-express for yourSELF, not for anyone

else or to achieve anything in particular, but

do use the fire of your 3 to create and re-

create, to get into forward momentum,

remembering you’re still only 1 step away from

your 2, so the invitation to slip back is

tempting. Hold yourself accountable to

forward momentum, and if the 2 really pulls

you, you know you only need to understand

the disconnect in order to reconnect. 

 

Take action from your fire. Use your anger to

focus productivity & recreation. 

 

1 - The Positive Self



 

Hopefulness and resourcefulness. You have a

right to be happy. You are already justified in

your beingness. Do for you, not to prove

anything to anyone, not even to yourself. 

 

Beware the false positivity trap - the need to

justify everything / find reason for everything

/ do everything (the busy fool)

 

Meet the negative with the positive to create

alchemical transformation, and remember to

always be unapologetically your BEST SELF.
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The Positive Self Continued...
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The super power of being able to hold duality

without conflict 

 

The strength of the presence of your doubt

indicates the extent to which you don’t have

trust. 

 

When energy moves through 2 and 3 to

stabilise in the 4, you’ve “done it” when you

have the liberated feeling from the sense of

non-attachment, i.e. where you’re not attached

to the goals or outcomes. DISTINCTION: between

non-attached and detached - detachment is

just sitting on the fence - an avoidance

pattern. 

 

Hard lesson: We are only free of our feelings

when we fully experience them, hence the

journey through 2 and 3.

 

4 - The Neutral Self
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It’s a recognition of “this isn’t what i’m doing,

this is who i’m being”

 

Gratitude gratitude gratitude. WE not ME. Love

ball everything. Heart space vibes.

 

Selfless service & responsibility to it over

“going with the flow”

4th energy body guides all active and passive

choices whether they are based in fear and

doubt or faith and trust.

 

The Neutral Self Continued...
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Your portal through to the next level, OR

back to where you came from. The tipping point

where balance and “embodiment” is crucial,

using your 5 body brains. At points of

frustration and struggling to ground in the

body, go to this meditation and CHOOSE to move

through, to see things differently, to sacrifice

the old for the new. Surrender what isn’t

working.

 

Balance the 5 - open the door to

transformation. Balance is required in every

area of life. The physical body is where we

have our physical experiences… lean into and

understand these in order to balance yourself

as both student and teacher. Use the 5 brains

to guide you into what FEELS good, be wary

you’re not accidentally listening to your ego.

It will ALWAYS feel good to fulfil your Soul

purpose. 

5 - The Physical Self
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Don’t placate the ego need to stay small with

false ideas of self-care. 

Balance & nourish all areas of your life, until

doing and resting become the same thing…

BEING.

 

\All areas: work, rest, play, diet, exercise and

social activities

Speaking your truth: When we really want to

say something, it’s typically because that’s

what we really want to hear. Listen to hear

your own truth.

 

The Physical Self Continued...
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Embracing the unknown requires freedom from

emotion and ego. The duality of fear & faith.

 

When we are imbalanced / uninspired /

disconnected - we tend to choose fear and

then silence, i.e. we decide not to speak and

hope it will disappear

 

The warrior becomes the worrier, speaking or

staying silent from a place of fear

 

Move with faith no matter how risky. You exist.

You’re in human form. Have faith to live the

consequences of your incarnation, and the

consequences of your fears.

 

Take responsibility for the truth in the name

of justice. Beauty can be found in conscious

conflict. The answer in conflict is to always

seek freedom. Freedom for all IS justice for

all.

 

6 - The Arc Line
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Doubt is always a duality and to go beyond

duality is to go beyond doubt and therefore

to be fearless. 

What we fear is related to the future and

to the unknown.

f you find yourself afraid to make a decision

because you’re in doubt rather than trust (4),

use both the 4 and the 6 to simultaneously

move from doubt and fear to trust and faith.

 

Commitments we make with consciousness

result in clarity.

 

Build a solid relationship of trust and faith

with Source. Note: this is NOT a half hearted

surrender attempt, which is both irresponsible

and inauthentic. Remember carefree not

careLESS, and use the wonder hack.

 

Final thoughts:

 

 

 

 

The Arc Line Continued...
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Developing the 6 means going beyond the

fears that usually stop us and taking the

risk to engage with the unknown (and then

build a solid relationship with it).

Through fearless consciousness we are less

concerned with ourselves and more

motivated by the collective well-being and

freedom.

To live in fear is to be imprisoned and it is

only out of fearlessness that we maintain a

balanced sense of justice.

If our actions could be fearless we would

step forward to sustain harmony and

justice, and we would not let our fear of

the unknown keep us from entering in to the

conflict of life. 

 

The Arc Line Continued...
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he future is never certain and yet it is there

we are encouraged to turn.

Our fears can be transformed into the

warriors power of faith from where our

wandering transforms to wonder.

 

The Arc Line Continued...
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The aura - where we hold the patterns, the

predictable, the safe, the entrapped

 

Pride & fame, Blame & shame, confidence or lack

of it

 

When the aura is out of balance, the ego-mind

creates compensatory stories and begins to

subscribe to the notions of inferiority or

superiority, completely forgetting the truth

of equality. Both inferiority and superiority

are forms of self-conceit and mistaken self-

importance.

 

The Aura is formed through past patterns of

thought and action - shaped by how you view

and interpret all that you have witnessed and

experienced.

7 - The Auric Self
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Any attachment to your history is karmic,

meaning it must repeat itself and is likely to

ignite feelings of blame, shame, guilt, remorse,

regret, revenge and resentment. You can

liberate these shadows from your Aura

through the practice of dharma.

 

For me the practice of dharma is honouring the

11 Universal laws and the incarnation

intentions, i.e. live out your Soul purpose with

sacred intention.

 

Practising forgiveness, mercy, and compassion

will help to bring about the radiant qualities

of a clear aura. Historical patterns and

wounds are no longer able to hold you back

and your mind becomes your servant instead

of your master.

 

The fall from grace - blame & humiliation

inwardly & outwardly

 

Being human is fucking hard, have compassion

for yourself and others

 

 

The Auric Self Continued...
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Use the prana to breathe energy into the 7 to

clear patterns and free yourself from the

past… become more fully present and act

without the roles you’ve learned from past

experiences. 

 

Prana fuel can also come in the form of

wisdom. In the 7th energy body we can find a

source of confidence within ourselves that

empowers our own counsel, giving us the

freedom to develop a unique philosophy of life. 

Disbelief about the ability to be anything

other than our history is often a cover for

doubts and resentments, doubts about

absolute reality and resentment for anyone

who succeeds in imposing their reality on

others.

 

There is no profit to be had from endless

regurgitation of the past, yet this is what we

spend a lot of time doing

The Auric Self Continued...
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y abandoning the habit of making enemies of

our past, through forgiveness, we immediately

become free of the past. 

 

Forgiveness as an action not a concept - If we

do not stop, our judgement keeps us imprisoned

in the auric coffin of our magnetic projection.

A projection we’re super proud of, and yet

complain of its constrictions, claiming we

want out but we don’t actually want out. 

 

The Auric Self Continued...
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The breath is the link to the infinite flow of

energy in the Universe (and money abundance

flow)

 

Step by step, breath by breath - suspend

yourself in that moment where past & future

collapse and only the present moment & fully

healed self exists. Open the body up to flow.

 

Lack of any kind is a lack of pranic energy.

 

Resistance is created when we’re trying to

avoid the pain of lack. How ironic. What we

resist persists, thereby creating pain.

 

What you give breath to will continue. The

breath can exacerbate or it can heal. You

choose. 

 

The conscious merging of 8 equals money and

abundance

 

 

8 - The Pranic Self
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Unconscious merging manifests power which

forces us to bring our attention to issues

shown in the law of reflection / law of

assignment etc. Ultimately it’s forcing you to

balance your time in the finite & the infinite, to

ditch what doesn’t serve and to come back to

you but at your next level.

 

What are you giving your breath to? How are

you using the power of your breath?

 

The Pranic Self Continued...
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The home coming. Remember to enjoy the

journey - rushing will only create

frustration.

 

Allow yourself to be fully filled up with what

you have. Allow yourself to go through all

the changes. Yield until you can bend no more,

break until there is nothing left to break, THEN

step into your 9, your next level.

 

Be mindful not to demand perfection from

yourself. Perfection does not equate to

completion. Accept & appreciate your mistakes.

 

Develop calm endurance.

 

The only reason to go beyond personal

purpose is collective purpose - the ultimate

we not me vibe.

9 - The Subtle Self
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9 is your task master, the real test to see if

you’re ready for your radiant self.

 

Let the Universe come to you, do what you are

perfectly designed to do, remain who you are,

whilst dying and rebirthing consistently.

 

The 9 virtues: humility, loyalty, equality,

service, sacrifice, justice, forgiveness,

compassion, peace

 

The Subtle Self Continued...
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The measure of your radiance, the measure of

your radius.

 

You are the Universe, The Universe is you. SHE is

stood right next to you all the time. This is

your journey to meet your most radiant self.

 

Free yourself from the static image of ought

to’s and shoulds.

 

Respect & accept yourself, all parts of your

self, and others.

 

Surrender your power to your higher self, i.e.

yourself.

 

Sacrifice imbalance (link back to the 5)

 

10 - The Radiant Self



 

Thank you to Ebonie for allowing us to

feature her beautiful artwork!


